Present at the Creation
Freemason Stevens Rogers
and the Dawn of the High Technology Age
John Laurence Busch on Freemasons among the first steam vessel pioneers

A

t the dawn of the 19th century, human-

movement were the principles of individual liberty,

ity remained largely where it had been

free enterprise and limited, transparent self-gov-

for millennia. To wit, if a person wanted

ernment. The other was an Industrial Revolution,

to move from one place to another, he or she had

which, again, after a decades-long gestation, had

a limited number of choices: on land, one could

accelerated in the form of a vastly improved, more

walk, ride upon a beast of burden, or ride in a wag-

powerful steam engine, first in Britain, and then

on or cart pulled by a beast of burden; on water,

slowly spreading elsewhere in Europe and the

one could paddle or sail; and in the air, one might

Americas. Central to this movement was the idea

be able to float—briefly—in a balloon, but only go

that humans could create an artificial power that

in the direction dictated by the prevailing wind.

could replace and replicate natural power to a

In each and every case, the method of practical

degree never before imagined.1

movement was based upon natural power.

By the first decade of the nineteenth century

There was no reason for anyone in the year

(or near the end of the so-called “long eighteenth

1800 to believe that humanity’s lot would ever be

century”), these two epic revolutions were about

any different. Deference to the power of nature

to give birth to a third revolution that would alter

was an obvious fact of life.

the human dynamic just as much as the first two.

But in the latter decades of the eighteenth cen-

And in the case of this third revolution—this High

tury, two great movements had broken the surface

Technology Revolution—Freemasons would play

and were just beginning to blossom. One was a

important, trailblazing roles.2

Political Revolution, which, after a centuries-long

In the late summer of 1807, the American

gestation in the British Isles, had ignited in the

innovator Robert Fulton successfully ran the first

form of the American Revolution. Central to this

commercially successful steam-powered vessel
in history, from New York City to Albany, in the
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State of New York.3 In so doing, Fulton’s so-named
North River Steam Boat proved that it was possible
to create a form of artificial power that allowed
people to alter to practical effect where they were,
and when they were there, faster than by natural
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means. Such a result had never before been ac-

In 1776, Livingston had been named to the

complished by the human race, and accordingly,

“Committee of Five” which drafted the Declara-

steam-powered vessels may be considered the first

tion of Independence. (The other members were

high technology in history.

Thomas Jefferson of Virginia, John Adams of Mas-

Robert Fulton could not accomplish this great

sachusetts, Roger Sherman of Connecticut, and

feat alone. He had an important legal and financial

Benjamin Franklin of Pennsylvania.) For daring

partner named Robert R. Livingston. This patriarch

to be so intimately involved in the Declaration,

of a wealthy upstate New York landed family was

British troops responded by burning Livingston’s

far more than just a financial partner to Fulton.

house to the ground in 1777.5

He was the epitome of the newly-independent

From 1781 to 1783, Livingston had served as

United States of America, having risked his life and

United States Secretary of Foreign Affairs under

4

property to help found the country. Livingston’s
contributions were both notable and substantive.

Robert R. Livingston (1746–1813), founding father and
partner of steamboat pioneer Robert Fulton.

the Articles of Confederation.
In 1788, with independence won and the need

Stevens Rogers, sailing master of the Savannah, the
first steamship to cross the Atlantic Ocean.
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for a more cohesive central government apparent,

to do so like no other technology. It should be

Livingston had been chosen as a delegate to the

able to transport passengers and cargo not only

New York State Convention tasked with consid-

downriver, but upriver, creating two-way traffic

ering ratification of the new federal Constitution.

and strong, multi-dimensional economic bonds

Along with fellow delegates Alexander Hamilton

between the old States and any newly-admitted

and John Jay, he convinced the skeptical conven-

States out west.

tion to ratify the document, by the narrow margin
6

of 30 to 27.

It was this patriotic desire—along with the
prospect of expanding the Livingston family for-

And in 1789, Livingston had administered the

tunes to the West—that led Robert R. Livingston

oath of office to George Washington, upon his first

to agree to a steamboat partnership with Robert

election to the Presidency.

Fulton. That Fulton’s North River Steam Boat of

But Robert R. Livingston had distinguished

1807 actually worked—to positive and practical

himself in another way during this period of revolu-

effect—meant that from that year forward, the

tionary turmoil: he had become a leading member

human race’s relationship with time and space

of the Freemasons. In fact, the year after the Amer-

would never be the same again.

ican Revolution came to an end (with the signing of
the Treaty of Paris), Livingston had been exalted to

r

Grand Master of Masons in the State of New York,
an honor which he held from 1784 to 1800.7

r

r

Robert R. Livingston’s participation in Freema-

Yet Livingston’s distinguished career of public

sonry was hardly unique among the founding

service still was not over. In 1801, newly-inaugu-

generation. Without a doubt, the most famous

rated President Thomas Jefferson named him to

Freemason of the entire American Revolution

serve as the U.S. Minister to France. In that post,

was none other than George Washington. Once

Livingston played an instrumental role in the ne-

he was elected President, Washington took ample

gotiations to purchase the Louisiana Territory

advantage of his public position to promote the

from the revolutionary government of Napoleon

cause of Freemasonry.

Bonaparte.

The most visible example of this promotion

It was in Paris that Livingston met fellow

took place in 1793, when President Washington laid

American expatriate Robert Fulton. Both men

the cornerstone for the Capitol building in new-

had previously tinkered with the idea of a boat

ly-created Washington, D.C. The President wore

propelled through the water by means of a steam

his Masonic apron to the ceremony, as did many

8

engine. The incorporation of the Louisiana Ter-

other officials who also were Freemasons. Even the

ritory into the United States created a new im-

engraved plate onto which the cornerstone was

perative: find any means available to link this

laid noted the participation of Freemason lodges

distant western land with the rest of the country.

from the States of Maryland and Virginia.9

The most logical means of doing so was clearly

Such conspicuous participation by Freema-

through the Mississippi, Ohio and Missouri Rivers.

sons in the erection of the very building in which

A “steamboat”—if it worked—held the potential

the national legislature would meet, led by the

62  
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Freemason Chief Executive, could not help but

Colonel Stevens and Robert R. Livingston had

impress upon the American public that Freema-

a long and deep relationship. The two men had

sonry appeared to be a positive force for progress.

studied together at King’s College (now Columbia

Unsurprisingly, the formation of Freemason lodges

University). Livingston had then married the Col-

10

began to grow rapidly. With the death of George

onel’s sister, Mary Stevens. And John Stevens had

Washington in 1799, the desire of young American

in turn named his first-born son Robert Livingston

men to emulate this Founding Father grew even

Stevens. The Colonel had been experimenting with

stronger. It could be argued by some that there

steamboats for decades, but could never get any

was no better way to declare your love of country,

of his prototypes to work effectively. John Stevens’

and progress, than to join the Freemasons.

experiments had inspired Livingston to try to build
his own steamboat (which failed, just like all the

r

r

others), and gave him the idea of using such vessels

r

to try to overcome the currents of western rivers.13

Lots of people interested in Fulton and Livingston’s

Moses Rogers quickly proved his worth to the

new-fangled “steamboat” came to New York to see

Colonel, maneuvering the Stevens-built steamboat

it. Skeptics could be excused for declaring that

Phoenix down the storm-wracked New Jersey coast

the vessel would not return to service after the

in June of 1809, from New York City to Philadelphia,

winter of 1807-08. Such had been the outcome

thereby completing the first ocean voyage by a

of numerous experiments with steam-powered

steam vessel in history. Once there, Captain Rogers

vessels in the past.

ran the Phoenix on the Delaware River, from the

But this time, it was different. After taking the

City of Brotherly Love to Trenton, New Jersey.14

North River Steam Boat to Livingston’s Clermont es-

This “new mode of transport,” as steamboats

tate along the Hudson River for the winter, Fulton

were sometimes called, quickly began to spread.

practically re-built it. The re-registered North River

Within a few years, steamboats were in operation

Steam Boat of Clermont did indeed return to service

on a number of rivers in the United States. By 1812,

in the spring of 1808, and broke the psychological

a Scotsman named Henry Bell began operating

barrier for good, at least as far as running such

the first commercially successful steamboat in

11

all of Europe, on the Clyde River in Scotland. In

Among those who had seen the North River

short order, the British quickly caught the same

in 1807 was a Connecticut sailing sloop captain

“steamboat fever” that their American cousins

by the name of Moses Rogers. So entranced was

had contracted just a few years prior.15

contraptions on protected rivers was concerned.

he by this revolutionary craft that Rogers quickly
sought to transfer his base of operations from his
native New London to the New York Bay port of

r

r

r

New Brunswick, New Jersey. Once there, Rogers

From Fulton and Livingston’s North River Steam

maneuvered himself into getting hired in 1809 by

Boat to John Stevens’ Phoenix onward, American

Fulton and Livingston’s nearest steamboat rival,

steamboats possessed a number of unusual—in-

12

Colonel John Stevens of Hoboken, New Jersey.

deed, revolutionary—characteristics beyond their
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steam power. Traditions in the maritime realm

cabins on the inside sent a powerful message to

were often centuries old, and deviating from them

the public about these new steamboats: open to

required some form of excusable rationale. Steam

all, comfortable for all. It was, one could argue,

power—and its inherent imperative to be seen as

emblematic of the new kind of egalitarianism that

an acceptable means of transport—provided just

the Americans were in the process of creating with

such an excuse to do things differently.

their new country.

One such new feature was the flying of a coachwhip pennant from one of the steamboat’s back-up

r

sailing masts. Coachwhip pennants, which are

r

r

very long, thin triangular flags, had been used for

Once the Napoleonic Wars (including the so-

centuries to denote a publicly-owned vessel. In the

named War of 1812) were over, steamboat produc-

English-speaking world, the only craft to fly such

tion really took off. While the British were building

flags were warships and other government-owned

half-a-dozen to a dozen steamers per year from

16

vessels, such as post office sailing packets.

1815 onward, the Americans were constructing

Fulton, Livingston and Stevens—recognizing

even more. In 1818 alone, the United States built

that they needed to attract as many skeptical pas-

upwards of three dozen steamboats, from New

sengers as they could—hoisted coachwhip pen-

England to South Carolina in the East, and from

nants on their steamboats from the earliest days of

Louisiana to Pittsburgh in the West.19

service. The message was clear: even though these

Taking these vessels out on the ocean was, in

steamboats were privately-owned, the proprietors

minds of most mariners, extremely ill-advised.

considered them to be a form of public vessel. In

Their paddlewheels, made mostly of wood, and

other words, if you could pay the fare, then you

their steam machinery simply could not withstand

17

too could ride the steamboat.

the forces to be found at sea.

The other new feature introduced by Fulton,

One steamboat captain who did believe it was

Livingston, and Stevens on steamboats was a sep-

possible was Moses Rogers. Having completed the

arate large cabin for the ladies. Sailing vessels

first successful ocean voyage by a steam vessel

had long been notorious among the fairer sex

(from New York City to Philadelphia, in 1809), he

for their lack of privacy. The first entrepreneurs

proceeded in 1815 to complete his second ocean

for this new mode of transport quickly realized

transfer of a steamboat from one market to another

that if their steamers were to be successful, they

(this time, from Philadelphia to Baltimore). He did

needed to attract female passengers in substantial

it again, between those same two cities, in 1816.

numbers. With the certainty of departure time and

No other steamboat captain could claim such a

the near-certainty of arrival time achieved, the next

degree of success with this new technology out

logical feature to offer women was a sanctuary

on the ocean.20

from overly-polite males. So from the first genera-

It was, no doubt, because of this experience

tion onward, ladies-only cabins were a novel—and

that Captain Rogers was recruited by the new-

18

very welcome—feature on many steamboats.

Coachwhip pennants on the outside and ladies
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their first steamboat, in late 1817.21 In December

to this definition, “lifeboat” being an obvious one,

of that year, Rogers inaugurated the first voyage

but lifeboats were—hopefully—only to be used

of the company’s steamboat Charleston, from its

temporarily on the ocean, if at all. Otherwise, the

home port to Savannah, Georgia. This was not a

“protected waters” definition held. This is precisely

one-time steamboat transfer, but rather the be-

why Fulton and Livingston’s first commercially

ginning of regular passenger service between the

successful steam vessel had been officially regis-

22

two cities.

tered at the New York Custom House as the North

At first, Rogers ran the Charleston on the inland
passage, exposing her to the ocean only at a few

River Steam Boat; it was clearly a fragile vessel that
needed to be used in protected waters.27

select bays and inlets. But soon thereafter, in early

Captain Rogers knew that if he attempted to

1818, he took the Charleston on the “outside,” and

cross the Atlantic Ocean in a “steamboat,” every-

in the process tested his steamboat’s performance

one would think he had simply gone insane—no

23

on the ocean, off the coast of South Carolina.

mariner in their right mind would do such a thing.

Moses Rogers’ intrepid testing—of both his

So instead, he proposed to the leadership of the

craft and his passengers’ willingness to accept a

Steam Boat Company of Georgia the construction

short ocean passage on a steamboat—caught the

of a new kind of steam vessel, with the complete

notice of a number of merchants in Savannah.

rigging of a “ship.”

Among them were shareholders of the Steam

What did this mean?

Boat Company of Georgia, which ran steamers

A “ship” in the English language was defined

24

on the Savannah River up to Augusta and back.

at that time as a vessel with three masts which

Together, Rogers and these experienced steam-

deployed its sails on horizontal poles (or yards)

boat entrepreneurs determined that it was time to

lashed to the masts at right angles to the keel (when

make the great leap, and prove to the world that

looking straight down at the vessel). The deploy-

a steam vessel could do more than overcome the

ment of sails at right angles to the keel created,

winds and currents on rivers, lakes and bays; their

in schematic terms, a series of 90-degree corners,

vision was to show that a steamer could cross an

like that of a square. Accordingly, shipbuilders

ocean, safely and expeditiously.

and mariners referred to such vessels as being

To do so, Moses Rogers proposed the creation

“square-rigged.” And any vessel that had three

of a new kind of steam vessel. It would be not a

masts, square-rigged, was, by convention, called

25

“steamboat,” but rather a “steamship.” The dif-

a “ship.” (Vessels with two masts, square-rigged,

ference between the two words was far more than

were, by contrast, called “brigs.”)

semantic.

Rigging a steam vessel as a ship had never been

In the English language, a “vessel” was the

attempted before, let alone crossing the ocean in

generic term that had been used to describe any

one. Captain Rogers and the Savannah merchants

craft that floated upon the water.

determined that such an effort needed to be orga-

A “boat” (again, in English) had been generally
defined—for centuries—as a vessel to be used in
26

protected waters. There were some exceptions

nized as a completely new endeavor, distinct from
any existing steamboating activities.
So in May 1818, they announced the formation
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of the Savannah Steam Ship Company, the very first

But Steve had another reason for returning

“steam ship” company in history. The founders of

home. On Saturday, the 15th of August 1818—

this new venture had two goals in mind: first, to

precisely one week before the launch of the first

conduct what they called “a laudable and meri-

steamship was scheduled to take place in New

torious experiment,” to prove to the world that it

York—Stevens Rogers attended a private cere-

was indeed possible to cross the ocean using the

mony of the Union Chapter No- 7 of Freemasons

artificial power of steam; and second, to initiate

in New London, Connecticut, where he was “Ex-

regular steam packet service between the United

alted to the Most Excellent Degree of Royal Arch

28

Mason.”31 Witnessing the ceremony and signing

States and the United Kingdom.

With the money raised (which alone was quite

Steve’s Royal Arch Mason certificate were three

a feat), Captain Moses Rogers traveled to the birth-

fellow Freemasons, all prominent members of

place of the new mode of transport—New York

the greater New London community: Coddington

City—and proceeded to hire a team of contractors

Billings, a Stonington merchant and sailing vessel

to build this revolutionary vessel. Among those

owner (who had hired Moses Rogers to captain one

he decided to recruit was a very distant cousin

of his schooners a dozen years prior);32 Samuel

of his by the name of Stevens Rogers.29 Steve (as

Green, publisher of the Connecticut Gazette, one

his family and friends called him) would help to

of New London’s most widely-read newspapers;

oversee the construction of the back-up sailing

and Lyman Law, a New London lawyer who had

rig, as well as serve as the first mate and sailing

previously served in both the Connecticut and

master on the Atlantic crossing.

U.S. House of Representatives.

The summer of 1818 proved to be an extremely

These officers of the Union Lodge who signed

busy one for the Rogers cousins. They had to line

Steve’s certificate certainly were men of accom-

up a hull builder, hire three different steam engine

plishment within New London County.

contractors, and coordinate the fabrication process

But what about Stevens Rogers? How did he

for the hull, the sailing rig and the steam appara-

fit in with these prominent local leaders, and the

tus. By early August, the hull (which had been laid

Freemasons of early nineteeth-century America?

down in the spring) was nearing completion, and

In a phrase, Steve was part of a new generation of

the launching of it into the East River was set for

Freemasons, following in the footsteps of George

later that month, on Saturday the 22 .

Washington.

nd

The launching of the hull of a large vessel was
always a cause for celebration, and certainly the

r

first “steamship” in history justified a substantial

r

r

ceremony. Numerous members of the extended

Born in 1789, Stevens Rogers had been raised on

Rogers clan of New London County, Connecticut

a farm at a place called Goshen Point, which was

made plans to visit New York City to witness the

directly south of the port of New London and right

event. For his part, Stevens Rogers returned to

at the mouth of the Thames River (pronounced

his home near New London to help the family

“Thaymz” by the local populace). With a fine view

30

of Long Island Sound and the river’s mouth, Steve

coordinate their travel.
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had practically a front-row seat in the theater that
was the entry and exit point for all vessels that
patronized the Port of New London. With so many
members of the extended Rogers clan having gone
to sea, Steve decided he would do likewise.
But Stevens Rogers’ parents forbade him to
become a mariner. Steve was their eldest child,
and only son. His place in the world was fixed:
he was to inherit the family farm, and carry on
accordingly.33
By the time Steve was twenty years of age (in
1809), he could bear the burden no longer. He
trekked into New London and sought employment on any sailing vessel that would take him.
After a series of rejections, he spied a brig named
Connecticut tied up nearby, and climbed aboard to
find the captain.
Find him, he did. The man’s name was Hosea
Blin, and this captain knew Steve’s father. Captain

The Royal Arch patent of Stevens Rogers, dated
August 15, 1818. Private collection.

Blin agreed to hire Steve, but only on the condition
that his parents approved.34 Realizing that their

place Steve not at the bottom of the list, but rather

son was determined to go to sea, Steve’s parents

in the fifth position. That was quite a jump on a

relented, hoping that one hard voyage would alter

ten-man crew in just one year’s time, and it spoke

his romantic notions of life on a rolling deck.

volumes: clearly, Steve was a quick learner.36

Crew lists—required by American law to be

It was not much longer before Stevens Rogers

deposited in the local custom house for any voy-

was elevated to the rank of mate, which made him

age to a foreign port—followed a clear order of

the junior officer on a merchant vessel, and respon-

seniority. The captain’s name came first on the

sible for not only overseeing—but training—the

list, followed by the first mate (and then a second

less experienced seamen on board.

mate, if there was one), and then followed by the

When the second war with Britain broke out in

seamen, from most experienced to least. The cook’s

June 1812, Steve was at sea. His vessel was quickly

name almost always came last.

captured by the Royal Navy, and Steve was interned

For Steve’s first voyage on the brig Connecticut,

in England. He was just as quickly released in one

his name on the crew list of ten men appeared just

of the many prisoner exchanges that took place

above the cook. This was—given his complete lack

early in the war.37

of experience—perfectly logical.35

Back in the United States, Steve was in need of

But just one year later, the Connecticut’s crew

work, so he returned to what he knew best, and that

list looked very different. Captain Blin saw fit to

was the sea. He signed up to serve as the mate on a
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schooner named the Favourite, whose commander

American that the Freemasons of the early 19th

was attempting to sneak from port to port along

century were looking to accept into their brother-

the East Coast, evading the Royal Navy warships

hood.42 By hard work and self-improvement, Steve

attempting to enforce their declared blockade.38

was very much the epitome of Freemason Benja-

In April 1813, the Favourite made a sortie from

min Franklin’s ideal of a productive citizen. And

Plymouth, North Carolina with an intended des-

by literally upholding the belief in “sailor’s rights”

tination of Eastport, in the District of Maine. But

before and during the War of 1812, he was carrying

while silently slicing through the waters off Long

on the struggle for individual liberty that Free-

Island, New York, the schooner ran right into the

mason George Washington had endured during

massive HMS Valiant, a 74-gun ship-of-the-line on

the Revolution, and sought to protect during the

blockade patrol. The Favourite and her crew made

earliest years of the American Republic.

every effort to escape, but after a two hour chase,
they accepted the inevitable. HMS Valiant sent

r

over an officer and four armed tars, who directed
the Favourite to sail to Halifax, Nova Scotia.39

r

r

Stevens Rogers’ exaltation to Royal Arch Mason

For the second time, Stevens Rogers found

precisely one week prior to the launching of the

himself a prisoner of war of the British. He was

first steamship in history was, in all likelihood,

nevertheless part of another prisoner exchange,

not a coincidence. Everyone in New London and

40

landing at New York later in 1813.

the vicinity who was paying any attention at all

One might excuse Steve if he had decided to

knew that the Rogers clan was heavily involved in

wait out the rest of the war before venturing out

this epochal effort. Moses Rogers was well-known

to sea again. But he did not do that. Instead, in

as one of the first steamboat captains, and Steve’s

December 1814, he signed up as the third mate on

exploits were also common knowledge to New

the ship Armata, which was going to risk sailing

Londoners involved in the sea trade. Whether

from Philadelphia to Amsterdam as rumors of

intentional or not, Union Lodge No- 7’s ceremony

peace were beginning to circulate. Peace treaty

on Steve’s behalf certainly gave the impression that

or no, such a foray right through the Royal Navy

his fellow Freemasons recognized the importance

blockade was a danger most captains and crew

of exalting one of their own, who would soon em-

41

would not take.

bark on a voyage into the unknown.43

Thankfully, a peace treaty there was, signed

Construction of the steamship Savannah con-

at Ghent, Belgium, and this final voyage of the

tinued through the autumn of 1818 and into the

war passed without incident. Even so, by 1815,

winter of 1819. By March, the vessel was complete,

the war-at-sea experiences of 26-year-old Stevens

and underwent trials in New York harbor. Once

Rogers put him on a very different level from the

Moses and Steve were satisfied with the steamer’s

vast majority of American merchant mariners, let

performance, they took her down the coast to Sa-

alone the strapping-yet-green 20-year-old Steve

vannah, Georgia. After a quick trip up to Charles-

who had gone to sea in 1809.

ton, South Carolina and back, the Savannah and

This was precisely the kind of ambitious young
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Departing the Port of Savannah on May 22nd
(which would later be proclaimed National Mar45

early American Republic.
But Livingston was also, like many other

itime Day in the United States ), the Savannah

Freemasons, a man of vision who was not afraid

steamed and sailed across the Atlantic Ocean,

to dream. His participation in the Continental

arriving at Liverpool, England on the 20th of June

Congress alone proved that. But it extended to

46

1819. In so doing, Moses and Stevens Rogers and

his recognition of the immense potential of the

the crew of the Savannah had achieved something

Louisiana Purchase, as well. And even further still

historic: they had broken yet another psychological

was his belief that steam vessels would change the

barrier, proving that humans could indeed cross

world, at a time when the conventional wisdom

the ocean in a steam-powered vessel. More broadly,

believed that he and the few others who claimed

they also had proved that their species could create

such things were delusional fools.

a technology that possessed the artificial power

And why should people not think that?

necessary to alter where a person was faster than

After all, never before had the human race

they could do so by natural means, on a global

been able to create a technology that in turn creat-

scale. That was truly epic.

ed the means of overcoming the power of Nature,
and altering a person’s relationship with time and

r

r

space simultaneously. This was beyond radical,

r

and beyond revolutionary; it was mind-altering.

American Freemasonry, one could argue, had trav-

There is perhaps no better evidence of this than

eled quite far in the space of less than half a centu-

the words reportedly uttered by Robert R. Living-

ry. In 1776, when the American colonies declared

ston himself while on the deck of the North River

their independence, Freemasons in those colonies

Steam Boat during her maiden voyage to Albany,

were, by and large, men of some substantial wealth

in August of 1807. Livingston had declared to the

or station in society. To be sure, there were many

assembled passengers that “it was not impossible

members who came from humble backgrounds,

that before the close of the present century, vessels

and practiced humble professions for a living.

might even be able to make the voyage to Europe

But many American Freemasons were prominent

without other motive power than steam.” This

leaders in their local communities. Certainly the

prediction was too much for Livingston’s brother,

revolutionary leadership boasted a substantial

John, who was heard to quip, “Bob has had many a

47

bee in his bonnet before now, but this steam folly

number of Freemasons.

Among them, there were arguably few Free-

will prove the worst yet!”48

masons who could claim the multitude of accom-

While the fact that brother John soon became

plishments of Robert R. Livingston of New York. He

a convert to steamboats—and an active promoter

was a founding father who contributed far more

of them—is certainly noteworthy, the greater point

than the average founder, and suffered more for it,

lay in Robert R. Livingston’s own words. Even he,

too. His family’s immense wealth made him what

a true believer in this revolutionary technology,

might be called the stereotypical example of the

could not envision how rapidly it would advance.

well-to-do, well-connected Freemason of the very

The first crossing of the Atlantic continuously
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under steam power was not some ninety years

4

in the future, but just thirty-one years.49 And the
first crossing of Atlantic, or any ocean, using the
power of steam was only a mere dozen years away.

5
6

Unfortunately, Freemason Robert R. Livingston
did not live to see how quickly his prophecy of globalized, time-and-space-altering high technology
would come to pass, for he died in 1813.
But there to take up the banner of progress
was a fellow Freemason—indeed, a new kind of
American Freemason—named Stevens Rogers. Not
born to immense wealth, but rather just a humble
farm boy who went to sea as a mere “swab,” Steve
quickly displayed the kind of leadership that would

7

be necessary to not only safely conduct the first
steamship across the Atlantic in 1819, but also help
the membership of lodges grow in the decades
to come. From Livingston to Rogers, American
Freemasonry had evolved through the dawn of

8
9
10

the new century, and was growing thanks to an
ongoing “egalitarianization” of the brotherhood.
Surely Robert R. Livingston and George Washington would have heartily approved.

11
12
13
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